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Circle the letter of the correct answer. 

1. Russia is far from the equator therefore 

 a.      It belongs to the polar region and has cold climate throughout the year. 

 b.      It belongs to the tropical region and has cold climate throughout the year. 

  c.      It belongs to the polar region and has warm and wet climate throughout the year. 

2. Volcanic eruptions can affect the world climate by 

 a.      Lowering the temperature 

 b.      Increasing the temperature 

3. Places near the coast in countries with different seasons are _________ in winters and 

 ______________ in summers. 

 a.      cooler - warmer  b.      warmer - cooler 

4. What is NOT an example of the principle "Cool air is heavy and warm air is light." 

 a.      hot air balloon  b.      smoke from fire  c.     candle dies without air 

 d.      dry ice smoke 

5. The weatherman predicted low pressure area build up in Manila.  I should 

 a.      sunny   b.      fair weather   c.   cloudy and rainy 

6. A rising barometer indicates _________ weather.  While a falling barometer indicates 

 _______________ weather. 

 a.      bad , fair  b.      warm , wet   c.    fair , bad 

7. The warmer the air,  the _______ water vapor.  The colder the air, the _____ water vapor. 

 a.      more , less  b.     less , more 

8. In low humidity water evaporates _________.  In high humidity water evaporates ________. 

    a.      faster , slower  b.      slower , faster 
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9. The higher the altitude, the __________ the temperature. 

 a.       cooler   b.       hotter 

10. The weatherman said there is a high pressure buildup in Central Luzon.  I should 

 a.      bring out my shades and wear shorts  b. ready my umbrella 

11. An example of how air pressure buildup works would be  

 a. freezer  b. pressure cooker  c.    microwave oven 

12. There is a great difference in the atmospheric pressure in Manila, it will be 

 a. very windy  b. fair day  c.    hot and sunny 

13. I want to know if I should bring a sweater or not,  I should look at 

 a. atmospheric pressure b. humidity  c. temperature 

14. There are billboards all over EDSA  to know whether I should bring it down or not, I should 
 look at 

 a. cloud cover   b. wind speed and direction  c. rainfall 

15. Philippine Weather Bureau, Pag-asa, wants to know where the typhoon will hit,  it should 
 look at 

 a. atmospheric pressure b. cloud cover  c. temperature 

16. A rising barometer indicates ___________ weather while a falling barometer indicates 
 ___________ weather. 

 a. fair, bad   b. bad, fair  c. fair, typhoon 

 

 

 

 

 

 


